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Dear GIWL supporters,  

As 2022 comes to an end, I want to thank you for your 

support for the Global Institute for Women’s Leadership 

(GIWL) this year. 

I’m so proud of the critical research, partnerships, and 

advocacy the team has engaged in this year. These efforts 

have positioned GIWL as a nation-leading gender equality 

research institute in Australia at a time when these issues 

have been a growing part of the national conversation, and 

governments and businesses across the country seek to 

address issue of gender inequality. 

Over the following pages you can read the highlights of our work and some of the crucial 

research we have led. At GIWL, we know we are stronger when we work together and 

collaborate, and I want to acknowledge the wonderful contributions of our partners in our 

research this year. In 2022, we hosted nine visiting fellows from Spain, China, Brazil, Iran, and 

the UK as well as Australia and have a network of 33 research affiliates from across Australia 

and the world engaging with our work. 

In 2023, we are looking forward to continuing to work to advance women's leadership and 

workplace gender equality and hope you can join us. Thank you again for your support of 

GIWL. 

Best wishes, 

 

Professor Michelle Ryan 
Director of the Global Institute for Women's Leadership  
Australian National University 

  



 

 

Who we are 

With bases in King’s College, London and The Australian National University, Canberra, GIWL is 

built on a global network of researchers and partners working towards the common goal of 

advancing gender equality and women's leadership. 

Chaired by Julia Gillard, the only woman to have served as Prime Minister of Australia, GIWL 

brings together rigorous research, practice, and advocacy to better understand and address 

workplace gender equality and the causes of women’s under-representation in leadership 

positions across sectors and countries.  

At GIWL we seek to bridge the gap between those who generate evidence, and those who wish 

to use it. We also seeks to shine light on and amplify existing effective practices and solutions 

being applied in different countries across the globe. GIWL aims to overcome a lack of 

connection between much of the current activity in the diversity and inclusion world, and what 

research evidence shows is truly effective. 

The institute undertakes a range of activities designed to strengthen: 

 Research – drawing together existing findings and undertaking new studies.  

 Engagement – bringing together experts and stakeholders from across the world.  

 Practice – using research to deliver evidence-based policy, practice, and training. 

We ultimately work towards a world in which being a woman is not a barrier to becoming a 
leader in any field, nor a fact that negatively influences how female leaders are judged. 

https://giwl.anu.edu.au/


 

 

Our research  
 

As a research institute, we are driven by a determination to see effective, evidence-based 

solutions applied where they will create the greatest public good, ranging from the opportunity 

for major systemic and structural change at the policy level, to interventions with positive 

impact at a grassroots level. 

In 2022, GIWL’s research activity was guided by three key priorities: 

1. Identifying the things that facilitate systemic change in workplace gender equality and 
women’s representation in leadership. 

2. Understanding the intersectional nature of workplace gender discrimination. 
3. Developing and testing evidence-based solutions to increase women’s representation in 

leadership roles. 

These priorities underpinned the work we did, ensuring that our efforts were directed toward 

research of a sufficient scale, diversity and duration that it could actually drive change. 

 

Using the evidence 

GIWL Director, Professor Michelle Ryan, 

published an article in Nature in which 

she emphasised the importance of 

evidence-backed interventions when it 

comes to addressing gender 

inequalities. These are three common 

missteps we make when tackling gender 

inequality: 

1. An overemphasis on quantity - simple tallies erase disparities in quality.  

2. Emphasising training for individuals, instead of overhauling systems and cultures. 

3. Over-optimism - research shows that we consistently overestimate women's representation. 

In her Nature article, Michelle argues that what is needed are interventions that genuinely 

address gender inequality in all its complexity and nuance. 

 

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-022-01045-y


 

 

Women in politics 

GIWL has run a consistent advocacy campaign on 

safety in Parliamentary workplaces over the past 18 

months, with an initial conference in July 2021 kicking 

off a steady stream of work and advocacy, including a 

submission to the Jenkins review.  

This was followed by continued advocacy during the 

federal election campaign, with GIWL undertaking a 

social media campaign highlighting the evidence 

underlying 1 of the 28 recommendations of the Jenkins 

Review each day during the campaign and the need 

for the incoming government to commit to full 

implementation.  

In 2022, GIWL staff have briefed Parliamentarians, met with the Parliamentary Leadership 

Taskforce responsible for oversight of the recommendations, the Parliamentary Workplace 

Support Service, and made a submission to a Joint Select Committee on Parliamentary 

Standards. GIWL appeared before the committee who expressed their appreciation for the 

research and analysis within the submission and the extensive work done in this space.  

As interest in women in politics grew in the lead up to the federal 

election, GIWL also undertook a number of pieces of strategic 

research that focused on female candidates, and in collaboration 

with the ANU Poll team – on how women vote.  

Our study of glass cliff candidates found that it's not just about 

how many women are preselected as candidates, but how many 

are put into positions where they can genuinely win.  

  

https://giwl.anu.edu.au/news/exploring-evidence-28-days-tweeting-jenkins-review
https://giwl.anu.edu.au/research/publications/changing-culture-codes-conduct-commonwealth-parliament-0
https://giwl.anu.edu.au/research/publications/election-22-glass-cliff-candidates


 

 

An intersectional lens 

Gendered (and racialised, heteronormative, classist, and so on) 

power structures continue to impact women's representation 

internationally.  

Dr Elise Stephenson, GIWL Research Fellow, argued that gender 

and other inequalities remain pervasive in national security. The 

under-representation of women, First Nations peoples, and 

members of other minoritised groups is just the tip of the 

iceberg. Ongoing inequalities and bias affect everything from 

security clearances, to pay, workforce segregation, the types of 

roles and opportunities available, harassment, micro-aggressions 

and leadership and forward decision-making. This ultimately 

impacts the strength and agility of Australian national security. Read more here. 

Collective action   

Dr Julia Becker and GIWL Research Fellow, Dr Gosia Mikołajczak, examined how women’s 

engagement in collective action for men can increase gender equality or reinforce male 

privilege. Collective action for other groups, such as men supporting the #MeToo movement or 

White people joining BLM protests, has been typically studied as a social protest advancing 

equality of disadvantaged groups and aiming for progressive social change.  

Their research challenges this assumption in two ways: first, 

by examining collective action for an advantaged group 

(women protesting for men's rights). Second, by showing 

that action for the advantaged can have both reactionary 

and progressive forms. Specifically, they focus on the 

context of gender as a special case of a disadvantaged 

group (women) actively supporting the advantaged group 

(men) either to preserve existing power relations 

(reactionary action supporting male privilege) or to reduce 

gender inequalities (progressive action supporting men in 

adopting egalitarian gender roles). Read their article here. 

https://giwl.anu.edu.au/research/publications/why-do-women-remain-under-represented-international-affairs-case-australia
https://giwl.anu.edu.au/research/publications/supporting-men-or-male-privilege-womens-progressive-and-reactionary-collective


 

 

Read more of our research highlights: 

 Furthering LGBTIQ+ inclusion and rights through feminist foreign policy - The problem 

with international development is that some human rights defenders are sexist, some 

feminists are transphobic and homophobic, and some LGBTIQ+ advocates racist. 

 Supporting men or male privilege? Women's progressive and reactionary collective 

action for men - this research looks at how women’s engagement in collective action 

for men can increase gender equality or reinforce male privilege. 

 The diplomatic glass cliff: Women's representation and diplomacy's decline - women’s 

increased opportunities in leadership are constrained by the declining status or 

shrinking nature of the institution to which they are gaining access. 

 Intersectional invisibility in women's diversity interventions - diversity interventions 

often do not consider intra-group differences among women, particularly differences 

by racialisation.  

 Women who challenge and defend the status quo: Ingroup identities as predictors of 

progressive and reactionary collective action - identity content plays a key role in 

predicting collective action In support of progressive and reactionary social change 

among women. 

 

  

https://giwl.anu.edu.au/research/publications/furthering-lgbtiq-inclusion-and-rights-through-feminist-foreign-policy
https://giwl.anu.edu.au/research/publications/supporting-men-or-male-privilege-womens-progressive-and-reactionary-collective
https://giwl.anu.edu.au/research/publications/diplomatic-glass-cliff-women-s-representation-and-diplomacy-s-decline
https://giwl.anu.edu.au/research/publications/intersectional-invisibility-women-s-diversity-interventions
https://giwl.anu.edu.au/research/publications/women-who-challenge-or-defend-status-quo-ingroup-identities-predictors


 

 

Partnerships: KPMG x GIWL 

In 2022, we announced our partnership with KPMG. Engaging KPMG X GIWL provides a 

seamless experience that translates rigorous research into fit-for-purpose workplace solutions 

to transform the experience of leaders, individuals and teams and enhance organisational 

culture and performance. 

KPMG brings a wealth of workforce, cultural change, learning, and evaluation experience 

ensuring that solutions to gender equality are contextually appropriate, actionable, and achieve 

the best possible impact and return on investment. In turn, GIWL fuels KPMG with a evidence-

based foundation for the design and implementation of sophisticated and robust solutions to 

enhance workplace gender equality.  

Together, GIWL and KPMG combine the latest academic research insights with innovative, 

tailored solutions to maximise gender equality. 

 

 

 

 

 
  



 

 

Events 

In 2022, GIWL has hosted a series of large and small events, with a total of 8900 in-

person attendees and over 3000 online views. These events are instrumental to 

ensuring that GIWL’s research on women’s leadership is heard by a large audience of 

people, who can help translate our research into action. Our diverse program of events 

included: 

 

 

 

 

 

Truth to Power: How young leaders are 

reshaping Australia - our International 

Women's Day event celebrated the 

power of young leaders to drive change. 

 

Workplace gender equality: How do we 

create change that actually works? – our 

Chair, Julia Gillard, was joined by special 

guests for a deep dive into workplace 

gender equality. 

Lessons from Trailblazers – a conversation 

between Amanda L. Tyler, who served as a 

law clerk to the Hon Ruth Bader Ginsburg, 

and the Hon Helen Murrell SC, the first 

female Chief Justice of the Supreme Court 

of the ACT. 

 

Women in the 2022 Federal Election – 

this event took place at Old Parliament 

House where we listened to a panel of 

experts reflect on women in politics. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What women (voters) want - Director of 

GIWL KCL, Professor Rosie Campbell, 

was joined by a panel of experts to 

reflect on the role of women voters in 

both Australia and the UK. 

 

Women, Peace & Security Agenda - We 

hosted an important conversation about 

women in politics, peace and security. 

 

Consultative roundtable - We hosted a 

consultative roundtable discussion with 

ACT Senator David Pocock on the 

proposed new paid leave for family and 

domestic violence. This roundtable 

brought together key voices from women’s 

groups across the ACT with experts at 

ANU to discuss the legislation.  

Research conference - We co-hosted the Gender 

and Sexuality at Work Conference, which 

brought together presenters from 12 Australian 

universities, 7 international universities, 7 

government agencies and 15 private sector 

organisations. We explored a wide range of 

research about gender and sexuality at work, 

while focusing on what the evidence tells us 

can be done to accelerate gender and sexuality 

inclusion at work and in organisations. 

 



 

 

Not Now, Not Ever 

Thank you to everyone who joined us to mark the 10th anniversary of Julia's ground-breaking 

misogyny speech at the Not Now, Not Ever events in Melbourne and Sydney.  

Julia and host Indira Naidoo were joined by 

an amazing line up of special guests 

including Nyadol Nyuoun OAM, Georgie 

Stone OAM, Ashleigh Streeter Jones, 

Shelley Ware, Mike Bowers, Joella Warkill, 

and our own GIWL Director, Michelle 

Ryan, as they reflected on Julia's speech 

and the importance of a gender equal 

future.   

 

These events also marked the release of Julia's new book, Not 

Now, Not Ever.  

The book is a reflection on the speech and the misogyny that 

drove it. Julia shares her own recollections alongside 

contributions from Jess Hill, Katharine Murphy and the experts 

at GIWL.  

The book includes recollections from influential voices like 

Cate Blanchett and Brittany Higgins and looks at where we go 

from here.  

Proceeds from the book are going directly to GIWL to support 

our research.  

 

 

  



 

 

2022: A Year in Pictures 
 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Support Us 

Our vision at GIWL is to integrate research, practice and advocacy into a powerful force for 

change.  

GIWL connects those who generate evidence to those who use it – whether addressing the 

gender pay gap, women’s representation in political and business leadership, or the “glass cliff” 

phenomenon.  

The generosity of our supporters enables us to produce rigorous academic research that plays a 

key role in driving workplace gender equality and women’s representation in leadership. We 

provide insights that policymakers, practitioners, and campaigners can use to make evidence-

based decisions, effective interventions, and policies with global impact.  

Help us unite a community of passionate and committed people and organisations to amplify 

effective practices and create real change.  

To learn more about opportunities to partner with the Global Institute for Women’s Leadership 

please contact giwl@anu.edu.au.  

To financially support GIWL, please visit engage.anu.edu.au/giving/GIWL. 

 

engage.anu.edu.au/giving/GIWL
https://giwl.anu.edu.au/get-involved
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